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Introduction

In the recent case of Mozilla v. FCC, the D.C. Circuit evaluated the legal legitimacy of the Federal Communications Commission’s 2018 Restoring Internet Freedom Order (“RIFO”). The question at bar was the agency’s decision to reverse the imposition of Title II common carrier regulation on the Internet dictated by the Obama-era 2015 Open Internet Order and to return the classification of broadband Internet access services back to a Title I “information” service. After review, the D.C. Circuit agreed.

[T]he current dispute over how the RIFO affects pole attachment access should be viewed not as a question of jurisdiction but as a question of reliance interests.

But this victory came at a legal cost: while the court upheld the Commission’s decision to place broadband back under the umbrella of Title I, the court also held that by deliberately placing “broadband outside of its Title II jurisdiction” the Commission had essentially abdicated all legal authority—express and ancillary—over information services. Stated another way, while the court recognized that removing information services from the potential of express common carrier regulation under Title II was obviously the point of the exercise, the court also held that because Title I is not an affirmative grant of regulatory authority, reclassification meant that the Commission similarly abdicated any ability to exercise its ancillary jurisdiction over information services because there is no longer any specific statutory regulatory authority under Title II (along with Titles III and VI) to which the Commission could attach. According to the D.C. Circuit’s logic, therefore, the Commission’s jurisdiction over broadband Internet access services now resides in some sort of regulatory purgatory.

It was only by the Commission’s classification of broadband Internet access as a Title II telecommunications service in 2015 that broadband-only providers could avail themselves of Section 224—a statutory “right” that was created by the stroke of the agency’s pen that lasted barely two years.

The D.C. Circuit’s “statutory abdication” logic created a ripple effect across a wide variety of legal action items the Commission sought to resolve in its RIFO. These issues included,
among others, the blanket preemption of state regulation of the Internet, the continued ability to provide broadband as part of the agency’s Lifeline program, and the question of who is eligible to take advantage of the pole attachment regime contained in Section 224 of the Communications Act—the court ultimately reversing the first issue outright and remanding the latter two topics for further consideration. As several of these topics have been already examined elsewhere, this PERSPECTIVE will focus on the discrete issue of how the Commission should respond to the court’s remand of the pole attachment question.

The Commission must emphasize in its Order on Remand that the decision to structure a business plan to provide broadband exclusively was a deliberate choice by private actors and not a government mandate.

Background

Where it is impracticable to bury fiber, network operators must attach their transmission lines and equipment to utility poles. For the most part, the rates carriers must pay for pole attachments are regulated by default by the Federal Communications Commission, but the Communications Act also allows any State to displace Commission regulation if the State certifies to the Commission that it is regulating pole attachments. According to the Commission, approximately twenty States and the District of Columbia regulate pole attachments under this regime. Under the plain terms of the Communications Act, however, the ability to access poles at a federally regulated rate is expressly directed towards “a cable television system or provider of telecommunications service.”

This statutory language did not go unnoticed. When the RIFO was appealed to the D.C. Circuit in Mozilla, several parties argued that because the Commission’s reclassification decision “took broadband outside the current statutory scheme governing pole attachments,” the agency deprived carriers who exclusively provide broadband of their “statutory right, under federal law, to nondiscriminatory, just and reasonable access to the poles and conduit that cable providers and telecommunications carriers enjoy.”

The Majority in Mozilla agreed. According to the court, the “Commission offered, at best, scattered and unreasoned observations in response to comments on this issue.”

The court began its critique of the Commission’s treatment of the pole attachment dispute by returning to its “statutory abdication” line of reasoning. According to the court,

"[T]his whole regulatory scheme applies only to cable television systems and “telecommunications service[s]”—categories to which, under the [RIFO], broadband no longer belongs. Section 224’s regulation of pole attachments simply does not speak to information services. Which means that Section 224 no longer speaks to broadband." The court also pointed out several glaring inconsistencies in the agency’s discussion of the continued applicability of Section 224 in the RIFO, going so far as to note that the Commission’s analysis “makes no sense.” For example, the court found that in some portions of the RIFO “the Commission candidly acknowledged that reclassification means that Section 224 no longer governs broadband” but in other portions of the RIFO “the Commission seemed to whistle past the graveyard, implying without reasoned basis that Section 224 would continue to govern reclassified broadband.” As the court bluntly stated, “Both cannot be true.”

That said, the court did express some sympathy towards the FCC’s argument that so long as the same infrastructure is used to provide both
telecommunications and information services, the provisions of Section 224 governing pole attachments would continue to apply. While the court stated that this “dual use” rational maybe “all well and good for providers who ‘commingl[e]’ telecommunication and broadband services,” this argument does nothing to help those carriers who exclusively provide standalone broadband like Google Fiber.21 Thus, concluded the court, as “the plain text of Section 224 speaks only of telecommunications services and cable television services,” because the Commission voluntarily abdicated all of its authority under Title II in its RIFO the “statute textually forecloses any pole-attachment protection for standalone broadband providers.”22 The court therefore remanded this issue to the Commission “to confront the problem in a reasoned manner.”23

Not a Question of Jurisdiction, but of Reliance Interests

If, as the court believes, access to pole attachments is crucial to broadband deployment and, ultimately, increased competition,24 what path should the Commission take on remand?

One logical step would be for the Commission to formulate a theory of ancillary jurisdiction to fit broadband-only providers under the Section 224 umbrella—a path, incidentally, that the Commission refused to take in its RIFO and in its briefs to the court.25 Given the court’s view on statutory abdication, however, developing such a theory would be tricky (though not impossible) and it would require an about-face in the Commission’s position.26

Fortunately, we need not go there at this time because the current dispute over of how the RIFO affects pole attachment access should be viewed not as a question of jurisdiction but as a question of reliance interests.

As the court legitimately points out, Section 224 clearly states that the ability to access pole attachments at federally-regulated rates is limited to those carriers who provide either telecommunications service or cable service.27 As the court also notes, this statutory regime is quite generous: for almost two decades it has been Commission policy—a policy which, incidentally, was upheld by the Supreme Court in NCTA v. Gulf Power—to allow a cable or telecommunications service provider nonetheless to avail themselves of the applicable federal rate even when that carrier also provides broadband Internet access service over the same network.28 Still, the court took umbrage “with the lapse in legal safeguards that [the agency’s] reversal of policy triggered” for broadband-only carriers.29

With all due respect to the court, its umbrage is misplaced.

[The correct legal question on remand is not whether the RIFO deprived broadband-only carriers of inalienable “statutory rights” as the court suggests, but rather whether these carriers had valid reliance interests that were harmed by the Commission’s 2018 choice to reverse the 2015 Open Internet Order? According to the court’s own opinion, the answer to that question in this particular case is a resounding “No.”

Conspicuously absent from the Majority’s pole attachment discussion is any recognition of the important fact that that prior to the 2015 Open Internet Rules carriers that provided broadband-only services were similarly foreclosed from taking advantage of the statutory regime under Section 224. It was only by the Commission’s classification of broadband Internet access as a
Title II telecommunications service in 2015 that broadband-only providers could avail themselves of Section 224—a statutory “right” that was created by the stroke of the agency’s pen that lasted barely two years.

**[B]ecause the risk that the 2015 Open Internet Order could be reversed was well-known to all—and thus provides no reliance interest—the court should have little legal sympathy for broadband-only carriers under these circumstances.**

Thus, the correct legal question on remand is not whether the RIFO deprived broadband-only carriers of inalienable “statutory rights” as the court suggests, but rather whether these carriers had valid reliance interests that were harmed by the Commission’s 2018 choice to reverse the 2015 Open Internet Order? According to the court’s own opinion, the answer to that question in this particular case is a resounding “No.”

As the court expressly held in Mozilla, to the extent the change in the FCC’s position “implicated serious reliance interests, we agree with the Commission that such reliance would have been unreasonable on the facts before us.” For example, the court noted that “the 2015 rules had been in effect ‘barely two years before the Commission proposed to repeal them,’ a limited period to engender reliance.” Similarly, the court found that “in light of the Commission’s approach to classifying cable modem service and Internet access since the late 1990s, the [RIFO] could reasonably have been viewed as a regulatory step that might soon be reversed.” Finally, the court observed that in “the two-year period between the [2015 Open Internet Order] and the Commission’s announcement of its intention to return to prior policies, the [2010 Open Internet Order] faced persistent legal challenges” and, as such, any “reliance on the rules of the [2015 Open Internet Order] would not have been reasonable unless tempered by substantial concerns for legal or political jeopardy.” By the Court’s own logic in Mozilla, therefore, the pole attachment issue is no issue at all.

**A More Fundamental Question**

Like everything else in life, context is important. Before remanding the pole attachment issue, perhaps the court should have considered more carefully the fundamental question underlying the dispute: why do “broadband only” providers choose that business model in the first instance?

According to the court, the answer is one of consumer demand: “Americans have come to ‘increasingly * * * favor’” standalone broadband. Perhaps so. But an arguably better explanation is regulatory evasion: by choosing to provide “stand-alone” broadband, carriers can avoid, among other things, onerous local cable franchise fees and buildout requirements, local telecommunications taxes, and a host of other regulatory requirements. It is axiomatic that firms are not passive recipients of regulation; thus, since time immemorial companies have deliberately structured their respective business plans specifically to evade (and very often even to arbitrage) the regulations under which they operate.

Moving forward, the Commission must emphasize in its Order on Remand that the decision to structure a business plan to provide broadband exclusively was a deliberate choice by private actors and not a government mandate. As the court openly acknowledges, because the risk that the 2015 Open Internet Order could be reversed was well-known to all—and thus provides no reliance interest—the court should have little legal sympathy for broadband-only carriers under these circumstances.
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